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Toward an integrated approach
to syntactic variation
A retrospective and prospective synopsis

Leonie Cornips and Karen Corrigan
Meertens Institute, Royal Netherlands Academy ofSciences / University
of Newcastle, UK

r. Overview

r.r Stimulus for the volume and its overarching aim

Five of the contributions (Adger & Smith, Ba¡biers, Cheshire, Gervain and
Zemplén as well as Henry) arose frorn invited presentations at the workshop on
Slntactic Variation organisedbythe editors ofthe presentvolume that was held
in June 2003 during the Seconà Internationøl Conference On Language Varia-
tion In Europe (ICLa\¡E 2) at the University of Uppsala. The primary aim of
this workshop was to initiate cooperation between internationally renowled
generative and variationist linguists with a view to developing an innovative
and more cohesive approach to sl.ntactic variation. The present volume then
evolved by inviting further contributions from like-minded scholars so that
the work as awhole would contain treatments incorporating the analysis ofex-
ternal factors into accounts focusing on the internal linguistic conditioniag of
s).ntactic variation and change cross-linguistically.

We have partitioned the book ir.rto four majorparts, Srouping chapters that
have orientations in common together. Part I, which contains the contributions
by Cheshire, Muysken and Sorace, focuses on the locus of syntactic variation
and aspects of modulariry The chapters in Part II by Henry and Gervain and
Zemplén are oriented towards methodological innovation with an emphasis on
personal pattern variation.r The contributions in Part III by Adger and Smith,
King and Van Gelderen seek to address syntactic variability in real and appar-
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ent time with particular emphasis on the extraLinguistic factors of age, gender
and style. Finally, Part IV which consists ofcontributions on Dutch (Barbiers)
and Romance (Benincà & Poletto) is devoted to sl.nchronic variation across
opno'anhi¡el cn¡rp

1.2 Wider context

We are not the first to point out that researchers who espouse the frame-
works encapsulated by the umbrella terms 'biolinguistics' and 'sociolinguistics',
diverge quite rigidly in terms of both their methodological approaches and
theoretical persuasions.2 Although there ¡emain certain formal resonances be-
tween the paradigms since the early days of their inception, the fundamental
differences between them created a schism that has persisted through most of
the later twentieth and earþ twenty-first centuries (cfl Cheshire 1987, 1999;
Cornips & Corrigan 2005; Hudson 1995; Henry this volume; Kroch 1989; and
Sankoff 1988a). In this regard, Wilson and Henry (1998:2) note that "there
have been few ¡eal attempts to marry these seemingly divergent positions" and
Meechan and Foley (1994:63), likewise, suggest that theoretical s)'ntacticians
and socioLinguists "rarel¡ if eve¡ cross paths".

The welcome relaxation of the generaúve position on the status of exter-
nalist accounts ftom that of Smith ( 1989), qpifred in the quotation below from
Chomsþ (1999134), demonstrates that the time may well be ripe for a more
integrated approach such as those introduced in Cornips and Corrigan (2005);
Henry (2002); Meechan and Foley (1994); Meyerhoff (2000); Van de¡ Wurff
(2000) and attempted more exhaustively in the present volume.

lnternalist biolinguistic inquiry does not, ofcourse, question tìe legitimacy of
othe¡ approaches to language, any more than internalist inquiry into bee com-
munication invalidates the study ofhow the relevant inte¡nal organization of
bees enters into their social structue, The investigations do not conflict; they
are mutually suppo¡tive. In the case ofhumans, though not other organisms,
the issues are subject to controversy, often impassioned, and needless.

As such, entertaining "Reconciling the biological and the social" could well be
described in Kuhnt (1970) terms as the initial phase in the creation ofa mature
scientific community, united by a single paradigm. It is hoped that by doing
so we will overturn the present situation which still fits all too squarely within
Masterman's ( 1974:74) diagnosis ofthe problems engenderedby an "immature
science" (Kuhn 1970: 182):
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Each sub-freld as definedby its technique is so obviously more trivial and nar-
row than the freld as defined by intuition, aIrd also the va¡ious operational
defrnitions given by the techniques are so grossly discordant with one anothe!
that discussion of fundamentals remains, and long-run progress (as opposed
to local progress) fails to occur.

r.3 The acquisition of local and supralocal varieties

Not surprisingl¡ given its orientation, variationist socioLinguistics often fo-
cuses on speaì<ers oflocal varieties or dialects (cf. the papers by Adger & Smith,
Cheshire, Henry, King and Muysken). As the contributions to this volume by
Barbiers, Benincà and Poletto, Gervain and Zemplén and Henry confirm, the
necessity for generative researchers with interests in s)'ntactic microvariation
to also attend to these vernaculars seems to be on the inctease.3 Two sepa-

rate, but related, questions arise with resPect to this kind of data that we feel

should be addressed in this introduction since they have important implica-
tions for our discussion of the major themes of the volume in the sections
which follow, namely: (1) how are non-standard varieties acquired by the in-
dividual/community? and (2) to what extent are such vernaculars subject to
variation and change within individuals/social groups and across diachronic,
diatopic and dia rypic dimensions?"

The field of biolinguistics envisages linguistic change as primarily being
driven by the acquisition process because lea¡ners have the option of adopt-
ing innovative settings for the parameters provided by Universal Grammar.
There has, however, never been the same emphasis on acquisition within the
sociolinguistic paradigm.Indeed, Roberts (2002:333) has recently claimedthat
investigations into "the acquisition ofvariable features by young childrerl' are

"relatively newÌ' Early studies in this model, such as Labov's (1989) investiga-
tion of (-t, d) deletion in Philadelphia, did find that pre-pubescent language
learners acquired the socially situated variability that charactetizeð their par-
ents'speech patterns. Nevertheless. there are several reasons why this age group
has been relatively neglected in sociolinguistics by comparison to their impor-
tance as data subjects in the evolution of the biolinguistic paradigm. In the
first place, discriminating between developmental errors and genuine variabil-
ity can be highly problematic. Secondl¡ the methodological practices favoured
by sociolinguists which require large subject groups and manyhours of data do
not easily lend themselves to the recording of very young children Some may
be taciturn in the presence of adults and even their peer group, they may favour
telegraphic speech and tend to have short concentraúon spans, all of which
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make it very diffìcult to gather enough variable data of the dght kinds. That
there is much to be gained by attempting to overcome these problems rs clear
from the finclings ofChambers (1992), Roberts and Labov (i995) and FouÌkes
et al. (1999) which examine variable caretaker input ând child output, though
their investigations focus soÌely on the phonological component. Extending
this research "above and beyond phonology" (Sankoff 1980) to explore gr"drr-
matical variabrhty in this age group will be one of the most interesting future
challenges ofthe integrated approach to syntactic variation advocatecL here.

A related issue, ofcourse, is whether we consider adult speakers in contem-
porary western communities in particular to be 'tme' monolinguals an¡,va¡
given the social milieu that generally pertains (highlighted, for example, in the
2004 collection entilled The Acqußition of Socioknguistic Competence, edlted.by
Bayley and Regan). Thus, in addition to the fact that every dialect is naturally
a heterogeneous system, varieties rarely exist nowadays in absolute isolation.
Indeed, most competent speakers of language X can usually resort to a range
ofvarieties along a continuum ftom standard to non-standard, depending on
social and discourse contexts. Indeed, while s)ã.ìtax is often viewed within so-
ciolinguistics as a marker of cohesion in large geographical areas, qtrtactic
variants may also act as ma¡ke¡ of local identit¡ as is the case with variability
in the phonological component (cf Cornips in press). It is surely not beyond
the pale, therefore, for sociolinguists to claim that dialect systems of even adult
speakers are not static but are participating in ongoing processes of change
as a result of social, political, cultural and economic influences. Even in those
increasingly rare communities in which supralocal models are absent, face-to-
face interactions are often polylectal (cf. Auer ms. and Harris 1985). Indeed, as

Henr¡ this volume, clemonstrates more attention should be paid by both so-
ciolinguists and biolinguists to the phenomenon ofidiolectal variation in this
regard. In addition, dialect speakers may be raised 'bilingually' from birth in
the local dialect and a supralocal variety, thus being, in effect, simultaneous
L1 acquirers. It is also possible that in certain linguistic contexts (reminiscent
of diglossic situations) children acquire the supralocal variety at a somewhat
later age and, as such, should be considered early child L2 acquirers of the
standa¡d. -As a result, it is likely (following the views expressed by many of
the contributors to Bayley & Regan 2004 and in Sorace this volume. regard-
ing adult L2 acquirers of typologically different languages/varieties) that in
so-called non-standard communities, the total exposure to both the dialect and
the standard variety is reduced compared to that of monolingual standard or
dialect speakers and this is worth be¿ring in mind.

Towa¡d an integrated approach to syntactic vaiation

z. Outline of contributions and their methodologies

There a¡e a number of points of slmergy and contrast with respect tô the
methodologies adopted and the grammatical phenomena analysed in the
present volume and it is to these issues that we now turn. As regards the
data-sets mined, for exarnple, with the exceptions of King's paper on Acadian
French, Muysken's investigation of Ecuadorian Spanish and Van Gelderen's
analysis of the Corpus of Spoken Proþsional American Englßh (CSE)' corr-
tributions focus on the linguistic landscape of Europe. In addition, the data

described passim rs predominantþ spoken and sylchronic, although Van
Gelderen's paper on the history of English, which draws on witten sources,

is unique in both these respects. However, the approach of all the authors to
their materials is a comparative one, drawing on parallels and distinctions
between: (i) idiolects (Henry's investigation of expletive there agteemeni and
Gervain & Zemplén's investigation into focus-raising across divergent Hun-
garian lects); (ii) dialects (like Barbiers' account of word order strategies in
Dutch varieties and Benincà & Polettok treatment of agreement and person
features in Romance) and (iii) languages (as is the case with Sorace's contribu-
tion). Adger and Smith, Cheshire, Henry and Van Gelderen all offer accounts
of different dialects ofBnglish in the British Isles and North America, including
standard varieties, though they differ with respect to the manner in which the
data was collected and subsequentþ mined. The papers by Adger and Smith
and Cheshire, for example, focus on samples of tape-recorded speech using
the classical sociolinguistic interview method and the¡ therefore, share the
approach of King and Muysken in this regard Van Gelderent paper, by con-
trast, is corpus-based using data from different periods, dialects and styles of
English. Henry's account of another variety of Englùh (those vernaculars spo-
ken in Northern lreland) is more akin to the classical generative method since

her analysis relies on accessing intuitions. As such, it is similar to the oraÌ and
written elicitations described in the work on Dutch by Barbiers' on Hungar-
ian by Gervain and Zemplén and that of Benincà and Poletto and Sorace on
members of the Romance language famil¡ However, there are particularly in-
novative aspects of the rnethodologies described by both Henry and Gervain
and Zemplén that are worth foregrounding here. Henry's method is unique ìn
that it relies on a predetermined set of test sentences only in the initial phase

of data collection, the bulk of her intuitive data coming from long term dis-
cussions ofacceptability judgements with individual native speakers. Likewise,
Gervai¡ and Zemplén's contribution is unusual in the context of theoretical
treatments of s).ntactic variation in that it takes a quantitative approach (akin
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to mainstream sociolinguistics) in its reporting of cluster analysis tesults for
the acceptability judgements of individual native speakers.

As far as syntactic phenomena are concerned, the features addressed in this
volume range from treatments attending to aspects ofthe Dp (such as Benincà
& Poletto's and Van Gelderen's innovative accounts ofthe pronominal systems
of Romance and English, respectively) to novel analyses of word order strate-
gies (like Barbiers' contribution on verbal clusters in Dutch and Gervain &
Zemplén's account ofvariation in the constructions amenable to focus-raising
in Hungarian). In betweeÍì tlìese two poles, there are integrated accounts ofvar-
ious sy.ìtactic features that have often been addressed rather less successfully in
the past by researchers working independently within either the biolinguistic
or sociolinguistic paradigms. Thus, Sorace's and Van Gelderen's contributions
address the popular generative topics of parameter setting/re-setting as well
as pro-drop and verb second phenomena inter alia. The unusual patterning
ofverbal agreement, do-periphrasis and negation in Buckie English is tackled
by Adger and Smith while Cheshire's paper revisits conventional sociolinguis-
tic accounts of variation in pronoun tagging and verbal -s and introduces the
relatively unrecognised phenornenon within this paradigm ofindependent ad-
verbial clauses. Issues surrounding variation in the systems of inflection and
case feature prominently in the papers by Gervain and Zemplén as well as
Van Gelderen, who also posits a potential relationship between co-ordination
and different classes ofnoun. IP phenomena, as previously mentioned, are ad-
dressed by Barbier's contribution and Muysken's paper gives a detailed account
of the gerund in Ecuadorian Spanish. The latter is permitted in a variety of
constructions (as it is in English) and these gerundial expressions are especially
interesting fiom our perspective since they are subject to very considerable
internal and external variation. If one were fo¡ced to isolate the single most
prevalent grammatical phenomenon discussed in the volume it would have
to be agreement. Although it is the focus of the contributions on expletive
there by Henry and negative concord by Adger and Smith as well as King, it
also features in some form or other in almost all of the papers. This is per-
haps not unexpected given the fact that this variable is ¡elatively immune from
some of the problems that often beset the application of traditional Labovian
methods (originally developed for socio-phonetic/phonological analysis) to
the syntactic component (see Cheshire this volume and Cornips & Corrigan
2005). Moreover, considerable generative research effo¡t has been invested in
the anaþis ofthe internal structure ofIP (see Bobalijk & Jonas 1996; pollock
1989; Rizzi 1997 inter alia), with the result that the facts ofverbal agreement,
for instance (see Chomsþ 1995, 2000, 2001b and Pesetsþ & Torrego 2004) are
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much better understood than other sites of s)-ntactic variation such as the pre-
fabricated expressions described in Cheshire's chapter in the present volume.

3. Maior themes addressed

3.1 An integrated theory of syntactic variation

As noted previousl¡ this volume offers â range of papers situated within two
of the most salient current frameworks for analysing s).ntactic variation and
change between and within language varieties. Common ground for all the
papers is that each attempts to achieve an adequate understanding of the
mechanisms determining syrtactic variation and change by combining insights
from both paradigms. Many researchers have previously claimed that such a

bridge is a prerequisite to enable us "to understand language variation and
change as they are driven by social factors but constrained (at one level) by
the nature of possible grammars" (Wilson & Henry 1998: 8 and see Sells et
aI. 1996b: \73). Achieving this largely depends on how much variationist and
generative researchers are actually willing to countenance and accommodate
viewpoints fiom both disciplines. In our view, the variationist approach would
benefrt considerably (as King this volume, also argues) from elucidating "mi-
crovariation by anaþing very closely-related grammatical systems using the
technical apparatus that the generative tradition makes available." The more
'classic' variationist contributions here are, therefore, innovative in just this
respect in that they use formal insights from generative theory (Muysken),
and Minimalism, in particular (-Adger & Smith, Henry and King) to expli-
câte patterns of variation and change. On the other hand, we beìieve that
the generative approach has much to gain from a perspective in which the
organization of the grammar may be seen as somehow reflected in patterns
of usage (Taylor 1994; yan der Wurff 2000) and by availing of a variationist
methodology, one can then truly catch "a glimpse of grammatical structure"
(Meechan & Foley 1994:82; Sells et al. I996a:624). Thus, quantitative results
may not only lend strong support to structural analysis (Pintzuk 1995; Van der
Wurff 2000) but they also provide more evidence for microvariation between
closely related grammatical systems exhibiting 'orderly heterogeneity' that can,
in turn, be correlated with external variables of one sort or another. Far fiom
side-stepping the fact that s).rìtactic innovations propagate at different speeds
diachronicall¡ diatopically and diati?ically (as most 'classic' generatiye studies
are wont to) those who work primarily within this paradigm and are repre-
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sentecl in this volume (Barbiers, for example) understand the importance of
considering quantitative differences to be evidence for aspects oftheir theoret
ical analysis. Gervain ancì Zemplén, especiall¡ have applied the Principles and
Parameters framework to Hungarian focus-raising and their findings with re-
spect to native speaker judgements regarding this phenomenon have led them
to a similar view to that expressed in Henry's contribution, i.e. that variation is
a ubiquitous problem for th€ generative linguistic enterprise as it is currently
conceived. It would seem that unless the framework can devise a systematic
treatment ofvary¡.ìg intuitions in terms ofboth their collection and classifica-
tion, couplecl with some mechanism for incorporating quantitative methods,
then ce¡tain syntactic phenomena will foreve¡ remai¡ elusive. The importance
of the variationist approach in this regard is also highìighted in both the study
by Muysken of the gerund in a partly bilingual Quechua-spanish community
in Andean Ecuador and in Benincà and Poletto's account of variable person
features in Romance dialects. Each ofthese contributions clearly demonstrates
that there are implicational relationships between their sets ofdata in terms of
frequency and probabilities that should not be ignored. Muysken, for example,
claims that the ftequent use of the gerund in one construction appears to be
linkecl to similarly frequent usage ofthe same variable in other constructions.
Likewise, Benincà and Poletto claim that morphological extension is a proba-
bilistic phenomenon, i.e., the more features which two forms have in common,
the more probable extension there will be. As such, we strongly agree with the
view ofSells et al. (1996b:173) a¡ticulated below:

Variation theory needs grammatical theory because a satisfactory grammati-
cal characte¡ization ofa variable is a pre-requisite to decisions about wha¡ to
count and how to count it, and it is aû essential element in the larger question
about where vâriation is located in speakers' grammars.

The contributions in this volume by Adger and Smith, Barbiers, Benincà and
Poletto, Gervain and ZempIén, King and Van Gelde¡en are testament to the
fact that for the gene¡ative enterprise, the inclusion of quantitative analyses of
usage patterns is critical since they provide insight into the categorical or vari-
able behaviour ofthe variants in question. Likewise, the chapters by Adger and
Smith, Cheshire, Henr¡ King and Muysken robustly demonstrate that varia-
tionist sociolinguists who resort to formal linguistic theory can find novel and
more effective measures for deciding which variants are syntactically related
and which are sgrtactically remote. This suggestion was already tentatively
made by Corrigan (1997:224-227,2000b) and Wilson and Henry (1998: l1) in
their analyses ofconstructions such as (1a) ancl (1b) below and we are pleased
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to be able to incorporate in this volume Henry's most recent findings regard-
ing this phenomenon amongst speakers ofNorthern Irish English vernaculars.5
(1a) has a preverbal subject and singular agreement whereas (1b) is an exple-
trve there-conslttclion showing singular agreement with a poswerbal subject
IDP-associate):

(l) a. When the grapes was in season
"When the grapes were in season."

(Corrigan 1997 : 215, U 1455 1L2399 -2400 I 19 45F 1MSI112)
b. There was two priests lived lhere

"There were two priests who livecl there."
(Cotldgaî 1997 :218, U 1321L2\2-2I3 I 1973M/MS1810)

Within the variationist paradigm, agreement phenomena of this kind naturalÌy
appear to represent syntactic variants of one and the same linguistic variable
(see Cheshire this volume; Eisikovits 1991;Hazen 1996; Meechan & Foley 1994
and Poplack & Tagliamonte 1989) whereas they would be considered syntacti-
cally remote in generative slntax on account of the difference in their formal
Ðmtactic behaviour (see Belletti 1988; Chomsky 1991; Corrigan to appear;
Henry 2002 this volume; Roberts 1997 and Wilson & Henry 1998).

3r;: Questions to be addressed in an integrated theory of grøffimar
Bearing issues such as these in mind, we would like to argue that the approach
taken by contributors to the present volume finally makes it possible to ad-
dress fundamental questions such as: (1) Why is grammatical differentiation
non-arbitrar¡ bounded and predictable (cf. Cornips 1998)? and (2) \lthy is

the same degree of variability not shared by all individual speakers despite the
fact that'orderly heterogeneiql can be discerned across the community. From
this perspective, Barbier's contribution contends that:

Generative linguistics and sociolinguistics a¡e complemettary in that it is
the task of sociolinguistics to describe and explain the Pattems of variation
that occu¡ within a linguistic communit¡ given the theoretical limits of this
variation uncovered by generative linguistics.

Moreove¡ the chapters by Gervain and Zemplén and Henry provide strong
evidence to support the claims of Cornips and Poletto (2005) that linguists
should strive towards a more systematic collection strategy for eliciting intu-
itions in 'spontaneous' and experimental elicitation settings, particularþ given
the open-ended nature of s).ntax. Heretofore, spontaneous data within the
variationist paradigm has been considered to be far more authentic than in-
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tuitions or elicited data of the sort advocated in some of the contributions to
this volume (cf. Coupland 2003 and Rickford 1987).o The request for Progress
with respect to data collection techniques is also crucially addressed to genera-
tiye theorists who, as their research proceeded in the later twentieth and early
twenty-first centuries, have relied on data that has become increasingly sub-
tle and, in many ways, lherefore, more challenging (Gervain 2002; Labov 1996
and Schütze 1996). Howeve¡ as Gervain (2002) has recently argued (and see

Henry in press), we feel that it is important to note that degrees of acceptabil-
ity or grammaticality uncovered bybiolinguistic methods are not in themselves
problematic. Rather, what seems most controversial to us is the imprecise man-
ner in which they are accommodated within generative analyses. It is our view
that attention to these issues will, for example, clarifywhat scale, if an¡ is being
used, how the different degrees ofintuition reìate to one another and how they
should be interpreted in the analysis (cfl Gervain 2002).

3.t.2 The locus of syntlctic variqtion
A persistent problem addressed by many of our contributors relates to the
manner in which a well-known truism ofvariationist theory is accounted for,
i.e. that individual speakers can use several variants of the sl.ntactic variable
(when maintaining the same style level). In fact, this issue is related to ques-
tions posed by successive generative models concerning the locus of syntactic
variation, its restrictions and predictability. In the literature, several alternative
approaches to this 'choice' are suggested, as outlined by Muysken (this vol-
ume). Three options with respect to 'variability' are offered here: ( I ) it is placed
outside the grammatical mechanisms (cf. the contributions to this volume by
Adger & Smith as well as Cheshire and King); (2) it is located inside the gram-
mar by re-introducing optional rules (Henry 2002, this volume and Wilson &
Henry 1998) and, finally (3) it is brought about by movement constrained by
agreement (Barbiers this volume). The first oPton was originally advocated by
Kroch (1989) who claimed that the grammar was a blind, autonomous system
and the notion of'choice' (optionalit¡ variability) was not part of it. Instead,
the individual speaker avails ofseparate or cornpeting grammars when express-
ing variabilit¡ Adger and Smith (this volume) likewise, argue that the notion
of 'choice' cannot be accounted for within the autonomous gtammar. How-
ever, in contrastwith Kroch's vision, this doesn't imply that individual speakers
"have different grammars, per se, but rather a range of lexical items open to
them, some ofwhich will have syntactic effects." In their analysis, the notion of
'choice' concerns the level that serves as the input for the autonomous, gram-
matical svstem. Henrvt contribution to this volume on the other hand reflects
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her (1995, 2002) position that individual grammars include variability and,
consequently, that the speaker has a real choice i¡ terms ofsl'ntactc operations
like optional verb movement and agreement, for instance. Different again is
Barbiert claim in this volume that not all variation can be reduced to mor-
phos)'ntactic or spell-out properties but that different dialects may share the
sâme grammar. Such a stance, therefore, permits (indeed predicts) a certain
degree of optionality (i.e. variation is thus taken to be an inherent property of
the grammatical system).

Only when a suitably mature theory ofqmtactic variation has evolved will
linguists be in a position to adequately address such questions. This is par-
ticularly so in the current generative research climate in which Mitimalism
stoically considers the grammatical system to be autonomous and variation is

permitted to occur only at the moment ofperformance, i.e. when this endowed
system is put to use.7 \,Vhat is particularly encouraging about the modular
approach introduced in Part I of the volume, is that the model allows fo¡ a

meticulous examination of the extent to which va¡iation is part of the gram-
matical mechanisms employed and where exactly performance fits (both on
the level of proposing hypotheses and evaluating the data). Critical too is the
ftamework's methods for determining whether or not the rânge of syntactic
variation is the same or different i¡ kind, therefore, neatly side-stepping the
taxing issues raised in 553.1-3.1.2 above.

3.t.z.t Future avenues in socio-syntactic research: Interføce leveß? Three au-
thors in this volume (Cheshire, Muysken and Sorace) are the most vociferous
with respect to the necessity ofa modular approach, though it is a latent theme
in other chapters too. Muysken, in particular, argues in his conttibution that
this orientation is needed to explain the range of syntactic variation encoun-
tered in natural languages. He discusses the (over)use of the Spanish gerund
amongst Quechua-Spanish bilinguals and demonstrates how this feature i¡ter-
acts with the cognition, interaction, semiotic and s).rìtactic modules that are
assumed to comprise our linguistic competence.s It is clear Íìom his analysis
that some properties do not unambiguously fall into a single module.e Indeed,
many authors in this volume consider variation to be engendered by the inter-
action between the syntactic component and other modules of our linguistic
competence. Adger and Smith, for example, argue that the source governing
the choice ofwhich lexical item to enter into the s)'ntactic component is influ-
enced by (amongst others): (I) processing e.g. the ease of lexical access and
(2) the 'interaction' rnodule, i.e. optionality hinges on speaker-hearer rela-
tionships, and on notions of social identity. Similarl¡ Benincà and Poletto in
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their contribution argue that the morphological and semantics modules are
jointly responsible for the processes of analogy that they uncover in dialects
ofRomance.

Sorace's chapter explores these ideas from a language acquisition perspec-
tive arguing that features at tlìe interface of syntax and discourse (her in-
lerpretation of Muysken's iÌrteraction module) display 'emerging' variability
(or 'optionality' in her teurs). Her paper explicitly addresses the question as
to whetl.ìer interfacc problems are internal to the learner's representation of
syntactic knowledge, or âre external to these representations, being created in-
stead by computational difficulties with respect to integrating knowledge from
different dornains.

Finall¡ ChesJrire's contribution to the volune explicitly addresses the in-
teraction module, which she argues is directly responsible for the use of pre
fabricated expressions and variants expressing affective meanings in spoken
language. At first sight these phenomena may appear to be instances of s1n-
tactic variation but she makes a strong case to suggest that they are, in fact,
the result of interactive capacities that are responsible for the management of
the sequential nature of information exchange, and for the cohesion ofhuman
discourse. Only at this interface level, can a distinction be made between prag-
matic variation (communicative intent) and s).ntactic variation (equivalent
constructlonsJ.

Of course it still remains to be seen whether a modular approach can pro-
vide an answer to the question posed earlier with regard to the extent to which
variation is an inherent propedy of the grammatical system. According to So-
race, experimental research on native speakers points to a distinction between
violations of'soft' const¡aints, which trigger gradient linguistic judgements,
and violations of'hard' constraints, leading to categorical judgements. She
draws the important conclusion that hard constraints are purely syntactic in
nature, thus, brought about by the syntax module only and that these do not
pÌay a role outside language proper, as formulated by Muysken (this volume).
Soft constraints on the other hand tend to be associated with the mapping
between syntax and other modules such as lexical semantics, pragmatics and
information structure. The latter two are defrned by Muysken, for example, as
belonging to the interaction module and it is interesting that Sorace's experi-
mental results in another context provide further evidence supporting his view
that variation emerges in the interface of the s)'nta-{ and interaction module
rather than in the s).ntax module alone. Falling out from this perspective, is
Muysken's opposition to the view that properties which are normally formu-
lated within the gene¡ative framework as 'principles' within the synta-x, such as
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endocentricity or headedness and the effects of 'movement', are indeed located
here. By contrast, Muysken argues that such notions ofhierarchy probably be-
longwholly to the cognition module. Moreover, it is likely that other capacities
fall within this domain, such as the concept of (extended) projections. The
findings of Sorace are, therefore, doubly important since they may indicate
that the s)'ntactic capacities alone could be responsible for strict boundaries
between language varieties due to the categorical judgementswhich she reveals.

The chapter by Gervain and Zemplén is also illuminating in this respect.
They repoft that, in the elicitation task discussed in their stud¡ individual
speakers of Hungarian display only hard constraints, i.e. categorical judge-
ments with respect to a specifrc movement strategy like focus-raising (their
group 3 doesn't allow focus-raising at all, whereas groups 1 and 2 do). In-
terestinglþ the individual speakers who do allow focus-raising display soft
constraints, namely, gradual .judgements concerning the case of the focussed
constituent and agreement of the embedded verb, which echo the sort ofcon-
straints revealed by Henry's contribution (also in PartII), though for a different
variable.

Moreover, Sorace's chapter crucially shows a remarkable convergence
among data fiom different domains. Hence, speakers displaying L1 attrition
and those who are near-native L2 speakers present similar patterns of stability
and variation. These outcomes within an essentially generativist account are
critical since they are clearly reminiscent of sociolinguistic findings in which
variation in obsolescing forms appears subject to the same independent lin-
guistic constraints as those uncovered in 'healthy' languages and dialects (see

King 1989 and Wolfram & Schilling-Estes 1995). In Sorace's case, constructions
that belong to the s)¡ntax proper are fully acquired in L2 acquisition and are re-
tained in L1 attrition. In the bilingual language contact situation that Muysken
reports on, it is interesting to note that the over-use of gerunds as main verbs
by rhe so-called cørgadores, i.e. non-local rural monoLingual Quechua-speaking
Indians, has nothing to do with their natve language as such. Instead, it is a
reflection ofthe general learning strategies that Sorace also discusses.l0

Importantly, Sorace argues that the near-native speakers of Italian, men-
tioned above, do not lack Ðmtactic knowledge since they have actually acquired
a null subject grammar. What seems to be at stake is their knowledge ofthe ap-
propriate felicity conditions for the proper use of overt and preverbal subjects.
The optionality in their grammar is at the level ofthe discourse, relating to the
distribution of pronominals andthe placement of subjects.rr

The implications of the modular approach for an integrated theory of
syntactic variation is that the locus of the phenomenon is most likely to be
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where the syntax llro(lulc is nìirppc(l to other clomains. Sorace suggests that the
conditioning of thc syìr lrct ic vlr'iiì nts as cirtcgorical is linked to the sFtax mod-
ule. Flowcvcr', lhc corrtìrt ior irrg ol thc syl'ìtactic variants as variable is probably
due to thc conrbin¡rlion ol Lr n clcrspccified features and the mapping between
thc sy¡rtiìx nroclr¡lc with clisco Lr lsc/plagnatic knowledge (interaction module).
Mo lcr¡vc r', l\4 t¡ys kc n co r rvin cin¡¡ly demonstrates that the range of s)'ntactic vari-
rt¡on is lr(ìt llrc sa rttc cvclywhclc. In other words, it is not brought about by the
syrìt r |lro(lUlc ¡rkrl)t: btrt involves the interplay between it and the cognition,
in tclircliorr iutrl scnr iolic urodules. What is relevant for sociolinguists is that the
ovcr- Usc ol t syrìllctic variant may be facilitated by the semiotic module in that
tlrç viu¡irrl (lltc gctuncl in Muysken's case study) functions as a linguistic sign
itrrlcxicll ol cxtclnal factors such as age, gende¡ social class or ethnic group
[ì(|l1] ljcrsllil).

'l'hus, thc i¡rtertàce between the slrìtax module and the domains of dis-
co trlsc/p lagma lics, (i.e. the interaction module where 'soft' constraints are
v¡o¡rtlcd) is thc arena in which va¡iation will be more frequent or emerge
rìì(ìr'c clsily tlÌan would be the case in the synta-r module alone. From this, we
nìly pr.rt lòrward the hypothesis that va¡iation that has social meaning is more
lieaucntly located in this domain than it is in others.12

Âll that being said, we agree with the opinions expressed by Cheshire,
Muysken and Sorace in their contributions to the present volume that there
is much current progress in the field of syntactic variation (optionality) but
lhcre is no comprehensive explanation ofthe facts they unveil in their investi-
gations currently available. Paying closer attention to modularity and interface
Ievels may well prove critical to enhancing our understanding of the locus of
variation on which these issues hinse.

3.2 External and internal constraints on syntactic variation

Having considered the major themes of the volume with respect to the gram-
matical system we finally turn to review issues addressed by our contributors
relating principally to the embeclding of syntactic variants within geographical,
social and other external matrices but also to the effects of internal linsuistc
constrarnts.

A range of factors known to correlate with linguistic variation (see
Chambe¡s et al. 2002) are addressed in the present volume, including: (1) The
social clynamics of syntactic and pragmatic variants which are addressed by
Aclger and Smith, Cheshire, King and Muysken; (2) Slntactic change in real
time which is the focus ofVan Gelderen's analysis of data from various histor-
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ical English sources; (3) Stylistic factors which are tackled in rather different
ways by both Cheshire and Van Gelderen; (4) Regional variation described in
the chapters by Barbiers and Benincà and Poletto and (5) Idiolectal or personal
pattern variation which is the focus of Henry's and Gervain and Zemplén's
contributions.r3

The chapter on Buckie English by Adger and Smith, as noted in $2, explores
was verslJs were agreement and Do absence/presence in negative declaratives.
It uses classical Labovian methodology with respect to quantifying the vada-
tion across its entire range and isolating categorical versus variable behaviour
amongst different groups of speakers. A¡other approach is illustrated in the
papers by Cheshire, King, Gervain and Zemplén, Muysken, Sorace and Van
Gelderen, each of which considers the frequency of use of qmtactic variants in
different contexits.

There are interesting congruences and disparities with respect to the con-
tributions by Adger and Smith and King regarding the dynamics of social
variation. Both chapters focus on patterns ofverbal agreement, albeit in differ-
ent linguistic communities (the marginalised English ofBuckie, North Eastern
Scotland and the French spoken in Ne#oundland in Atlantic Canada, respec-
tively) and the models underpinning both their analyses assume that lexical
items are simplified in that they lack any phonological information. They are,
in effect, just bundles of s1'ntactic and semantic features which are spelled out
as morphemes at some point in the derivation (Halle & Marantz 1993). In-
terestingl¡ their results demonstrate that verbal agreement phenomena have
been appropriated rather differently by speakers within these communities. In
the Buckie data, there is a slight tendency for wqs/were to correlate with age
but not gender \^¡hereas no such correspondences are attested in King's inves-
tigation ofagreement phenomena in Acadian French. This is the case too with
the second variable examined by Adger and Smith, i.e. Do absence in negative
declaratives, which appears not to be undergoing change across generations
nor to be the marker of gender differences, for example. In this respect, there-
fore, the findings ofboth papers can be distinguished from those of Cheshire,
this volume, as regards so-called 'lone' wher? clauses. She frnds these predomi-
nating in male as opposedto female narratives where they function as a marke¡
of shared reminiscence, a narrative style not characteristic of the rather more
monologic narratives preferred by females.

Although, Muysken's investigation of the gerund differs ftom those of
Adger and Smith and King in a number ofrespects (particularly the possibility
that at least some dfthe effects reported therein may be the result ofsubstratal
influence from Quechua), a mrmber ofhis objectives with respect to exploring
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the social trajectories of linguistic change in Ecuador are similar. Thus, apply-
ing the same multivariate anaþis techniques of VARBRUL (Sankoff 1988b)
that King used in her investigation, revealed that age, gende¡ and educational
background did not have a significant effect on the use of gerunds amongst
Ecuadorean Spanish speakers. By contrast, those who were Quechua-dominant
bilinguals showed an increasing propensity for using geruncls by comparison
to both Spanish monolinguals and Spanish-dominant bilinguals. In addition,
Muysken's contribution is the only paper in the volume where the stalwart
sociolinguistic variable ofclass is an important focus (though Cheshire's anal-
ysis of pronoun tags used by adolescents in HuÌI, England incorporates some
discussion of the variant as a class marker). Muysken's findings suggest that
the most disadvantaged social group (the cargadores noted above) had higher
frequencies ofgerund usage than the gerxte, who represent the local elite.

Henry's paper, likewise, can be singled out with respect to the external
factor at the centre of her account, since her aim is to focus on idioÌectal vari-
ation with respect to grammaticality judgements pertaining to expletiye there
constructions in Northern Irish English. In a sense then, her research seeks
to address more formally the importance of accommodating what Chambers
(2003:93tr.), in a sociolinguistic context, has recently termed "Oddballs" and
"Insiders'l i.e. individuations that upon closer inspection may turn out to have
social and linguistic significance, though these have largelybeen ignored by so-
ciolinguists in favour ofgroup norms. The importance ofthe findings reported
in Henry's chapter relates to the extent to which personal pattern variation
with respect to a tiny subset of the grammatical component eústs. This new
evidence requires an adequate explanation f¡om both the generative and vari-
ationist paradigms. Not only does it run counter to views in the former that
variability at this microscopic level actually exists, Henry's chapter also demon-
strates that it is worth accommodating in a sociolinguistic ftamework that has
become overly-concerned with meeting the needs of a bell-curve approach to
societal difference.

Aspects ofthe contributions by Adger and Smith, Cheshire, Henr¡ King
and Muysken are reflected in the paper by Van Gelderen, who similarly attends
to the potential for internal linguistic constraints to operate on the syntactic
variable, although she is dealing with diachronic as opposed to synchronic
data. Thus, Àdger and Smith note that grammatical person strongly affects
the choice between standard and non-standard variants in their stud¡ Sim-
ilarl¡ King records the conditioning of verbal agreement in Acadian French
(specifically in subject ¡elative clauses versus other types of clause, involving
the C-domain and left periphery) and Muysken finds that the non-standard
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gerund variant was considerably more freque¡L ( 1) when the adverbial clause
followed the main verb than when it preceded it and (2) when the subjects
were identical. Although the picture of inherent variability that emerges from
Henryt account is much less clear-cut (though this is not unexpected given her
methodology and orientation), she also frnds that the variation is linguistically
constrained in ceftain respects. It can, for example, be construction speciflc
(speakers can favour a lack of concord in expletive structures but disfavour
it in other contexts) and it is subject to other "natural processes" demon-
strated üoss-linguistically such as 'position within the clause', 'animacy' and
'quantity'.

In a similar vein, Van Gelderen describes internal variation in the nominal
and pronominal systems ofEnglish from various periods. She explores, for in-
stance, whether pronouns are more or less likely to be coordinated than nouns
due to a language universal, the'Head Preference Economy' principle, i.e. "if
possible, be a head, rather than a phrase." Echoing some ofthe ideas introduced
in SS3.1-3.2 above, Van Gelderen assumes an intedace with the discourse do-
main such that old or given information, and pronouns typically occur as

sentence initial items, and new, or focussed information, i.e. nouns, comes to-
wards the end. Consequentl¡ subject functions are less ftequent with nouns
than non-subject functions and pronouns are naturally used more often with
subject functions. Her analysis of ¡he Helsìnki (HC), British Nationøl (BNC),
CSE and Shakespeare's First Folio eleclronic corpora demonstrate that this pat-
tern has been sustained in English since Anglo-Sa,ton times, which is exactly
what one would predict if this conditioning reflected an invariant principle.
Van Gelderen also provides evidence from the catastrophic loss of morpholog-
ical case in English for distinguishing between universals of this t)?e and the
resetting of parameters, which appears to be faster and not predictable in his-
torical corpora - no matter what style of language they reflect. As regards the
latter, Van Gelderent account is important since it demonstrates unequivocally
the significance of choosing the right kind of data for documentng slmtactic
change in real time (cf. Bauer 2002 and Van der Wurff 2000). Despite its be-
ing derived from spoken data, the formality of the CSE by comparison to the
BNC as illustrated in (2alb) below, appears to be so unduly influenced by pre-
scriptive case rules that it does not make a good comparator for assessing the
trajectory of syntactic change affecting nouns and pronouns. For diffe¡ent rea-
sons, the same could be said of Shakespeare's First Folio when compared to the
IlÇ since the former is dramatic verse, which may or may not be a true reflec-
tion of actual speech habits in the Early Modern period (see Hope 1994 and
Kytö & Walker 2003).
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(2) a. The change ofpace to which B arbqra and I arcIooking forward with
¡eal rclish

b. Me aruL my motùer have erm arranged it all
(csE-FAC9s)

(BNC-KC8 920)

As noted briefly earÌier, stylistic cliffe¡entiation is also a concern of Cheshire's
contribution which exarni:nes inter alia the preponderance ofprefabricated ex-
pressions in spoken as opposecl to written English. Her particular focus is; (l)
the variation betweel conventional subordinating a dverbial when clauses and
Ione when clauses; (2) tl.ìe pronoun tags often found in Northern British En-
glishes ancl (3) verbal -s. All three are typical of spoken utterances and occur
in a range ofcontemporary English corpora including her Reading corpus (see
Cheshire 1982) and the Hull database collected in the 1990's (see Cheshire,
Kerswill, & Willian.rs 1999). In addition to her narrow analysis of 'style' (men-
tionccl carlie¡ with respect to gender preferences for different kinds of narra-
live) she tackles the b¡oader issue of spoken versus written data also raised in
Van Gelderen's diachronic account and Henryt synchronic account. Cheshire's
chapter forcefully demonstrates that certain constructions which occur only in
spoken language have not been taken seriously enough by either variationists
oI generativists, yet such data may well be crucial in answering some of the
questions posed in SS3.1-3.2.

Given the fact that contemporary sociolinguistics evolved from traditional
dialectology (cfl Britain 2002 and Chambers & Trudgill 1998), we were keen
to commission some chapters in the present volume that would focus on the
spatial diffusion of linguistic variation while drawing on the formalisms of
generative theor¡ Although a number of the papers contain detailed infor-
mation regarding the geographical setting of their investigations (Adger &
Smith, King and Muysken, for example) and there are others in which par-
ticular regions are isolated as being associated with certain variable features
(Cheshire and Henry), the contributions by Barbiers and Benincà and Poletto
provide the most geographically informed socio-slrìtactic anaþes contained
in the volume.

As noted in 52, Barbier's chapter focuses on word order strategies asso-
ciated with three-verb clusters in Dutch dialects. Although there is not space
here to even outline the various geographical patterns uncove¡ed in this re-
search, we would like to highlight two important aspects of this investigation
from the perspective of external and internal constraints on variability. Firstl¡
Barbier's findings with respect to the ordering of verb clusters suggest that the
categoricâl or variable use of the order in the verbal cluster is conditioned
by morphosyntactic features, e.g. morphology of the verb and type of auxil-
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iary condition. Hence, all of the ve¡nacular speakers in question, iuespective
of their spatial location, had exceptionally high agreement rates with respect
to ungrammatical orders, indicating that internal linguistic conditioning is at
work here. Secondl¡ some areas are more homogeneous than other dialect ar-
eas since in the former a large number ofspeakers only tolerâte a single order,
signif ing that these dialects may be more subject to supralocal norms (as in
the case of the 3-2-1 order in Friesland, for example). Thus, for speakers of
the other dialects who accept more than one order, it is invariably the case that
the standard Dutch order is usually also included by informants, signalling that
they can resort to both standard and non-standard varieties (see S1.3)

The contribution by Benincà and Poletto also investigates geographical rni-
crovariation, though this time the focus is within the linguistic zone in which
dialects of the Romance family are spoken. Although it is somewhat less con-
cerned with the external causes of regional variation than Barbier's account is,

they are similarly able to track dialect isolates such as those of the Lombard
region which have a unique variant acting as a marker for all persons. Benincà
and Poletto also uncover universal properties ofvarieties within this language
family (implicational scales), finding, for example, that there is no dialect in
the region which has a vocalic clitic variant for all persons that can be extended
to third person singular but not to third plwal ot vice versø.

As this brief overview demonstrates, those of our authors who address the
maíor forms of externally-induced dialect differentiation and interptet pat-
terns ofcorrelation with respect to these do so with the same fervour that they
explore issues of formal s1'ntactic theory.

4. Conclusion

In this retrospective and prospective review, we have identified three key areas
in which we believe that this volume will contribute to the maturation of a

paradigm for the investigation of s)Íìtactic variatron, viz. (l) Methodological
innovation, (2) New theoretical appLications and (3) Modularity.

As regards (1), the open-ended nature of qmtax and the significance of
attending to language style (not forgetting the importance of considering the
subjectivity of native speaker judgements) lead us to suggest that data from
a range of different sources should be mined before proposing analyses for
particular s)'ntactic features. In the same vein, there is strong evidence to sup-
port the importance of utilising both qualitative and quantitative methods in
seeking to understand the dgramics of sl.ntactic variation and change within
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both sociolinguistics øld biolinguistics. As far as (2) is concerned, we think
that this volur¡e supports Muysken's (1995:2) argument that the 'classic' soci
olinguistic approach to the notion of'variable' forces a perspectìye on syntactic
variation in which it always implics isolated, loose elernents. Availing ofthe for-
mal apparatus providcd by thc generative paradigm which necessitates a more
holistic view of thc glarn nrar and takes a keener interest in the acquisition pro
cess permits a soc iolirrguis tic account in which one has a more robust view
ofexactly which variants rcally are "alternate ways ofsaying 'the same' rhing"
(Labov t 972: I I8) ând derrlonstrates just how this variability might be learned.
Moduìarity, rhc thilcl of oul critical themes, takes the notion of an integrated
approach to syntactic valiation even further. Not only does it encompass the
syntâx propcr but it also highlights the importance of examining interface lev-
cls bctwccD valior-rs sub-components of the grammar which may well prove to
bc crucial loci lor variability.

Aìl that bcing said, the publication ofthis volume is an important achieve-
ncrt 1òr' rhe progress oflinguistic theory more generally and we believe that it
is irn cvcll more crucial nilestone in the coming of age of 'Socio-Sprtax' as a
discipline in its own right.
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Notes

1. This term was Ârst us€d by Dorian (1994) to describe variability withit the East Suther-
land Gaelic community she was stLldfng in which a "profusion of valiant fo¡ms" was

tolerated over an ext€nded period of time (1994:633). As Wolfram (2002ì 778) notes it is dis-
tinctive and, therefore, should be viewed as "sepârate ftom stylistic, geographic" and other
t)?es ofvariabilit'..
2. Early referenc€s to the gulf in question are contained in the collection of papers from a

1987 C¿S Parasession on variation in linguistic theory subsequently edited by Beals et al. in
1994.

3. Accoùûts such as Henry (1995) and those in Barbiers et al. (2002) mark the beginnings
ofthis app¡oach.

4. Sociolinguistic models have, in fact, had considerable success in unraveling va¡ialion
¿cross histo¡icâI, geographical and social space as well as along stylistic continuâ, though
these issues have larg€ly been ignored within the bioliûguistic programme.

5. Co¡rigan (2000a, 2003) has also used similar arguments in her accounts of smaÌl clauses

and infrnitives in a no¡thern dialect of lrish-English and D'Arry (2004), which is based on
Canadian English data, provides evidence that previous anal1'ses ofdiscourse like are prob-
lematic in this respect too since they wrongly assume that all strings containing the featu¡e
de¡ive from the same s)4ìtactic structure

6. This view is largely the result of genuinely problematic phenomena such as underreport-
ing/overreportiûg by data subjects in resPonse to ideologies ofvarious kinds (cf. Milroy
1987:149-150).

7. As argued by King, this voÌume by Adger during the ICLAVE Workshop discussion and
in hisioint paper in the present volume, cf. Adger and Smith.

8. Wlile the various roles âssociated with the cognition, semiotic aûd slattactic modules are

reÌatively perspicacious, the ¡eade¡ should note that the 'intenction module incorporates
the speaker-heare¡ ¡elationships, and notions of social identity often analysed within the
fields of discourse analysìs and pragmatics.

9. The possibility that his model hâs some universal veracity seems clear from even a cursory
evaluation ofthe ¡ecursive capacities ofhumans, which would natulally âPpear to reside in
both their s).ntactic ¿nd cogniúve domains,

ro. Though in this case it is linked to Muysken s model of cognition, namely regularisation
which in this case refers to the use of an invariant verb fotm instead of a number ofspecifrc
inflected forms, when forming verbs.
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û. Intcrcslirìdy, llr(,s(, fìD(lirìlis irrc coììl]ruc¡rt with those from investigâtions ofbilingual
1ìrst ìangrìrlÌc rc(Ìr¡ isit iorr Icscir ¡ ch trrrclclla l<cn by Hulk and Müller (2000); Müller and Hulk
(2(X)l) .ìD(l Ilr¡lk ct xl. (,Ì00.1). lvlo|covcr., Cheshìre also reports in her case study in this
volú ìctlr¡t v;rIi,rlrility rvitlt t(sl)ccl to l)fc-f.ìbricated expressions appea¡s to be governed lry
conrlitiorrr ol usc irr ¡ silllil¡¡ rrriut¡c¡.
rr.. llìis rìì,r),rvtll lrt tlrc lcfi ¡rcriphcry which is linked to the specilìcation ofthe illocu
lio||Iry l(ì|\r ol tlt( Utlcri ìcc (scc (lhcshire this volume), ând ultinately to the speâkert
lìrirll|r¡li(rlly rrolivirlr(l choicc. IÌ)r instance, to put a constituent in focus, orto topicalize
il (l( Sor rrrr this volrrrnc), Âs such, further investigation ofthis domain may prove to be
vct'y vrrlttrtblc irr trrrl scxrch for â better understanding ofthe locus ofvariation.
r.l, l{(,lt(l{'x rri¡1lrl bcnctìt lìom knowing that within the sociolinguistic model, stylistic dif
l(¡cr(*i ¡rc oficrì sccr to be "the locus of individual\ internalizatior of broader social
(li¡ttlhüli(l¡rs ol vitri¡ìtion" Rrckford and Eckert (2001:1) and it is i1.ìteresting to note that
llr( (onlribUl¡ons by (lheshi¡e and Van Gelderen both appear to offe¡ support for this view.
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